ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The current access control system is one of the most important aspects in everyday life. One form of electronic access control system that is currently being developed is a remote control system (Baskoro, 2014) . This can be seen on a wireless switch of an electronic device such as a remote control on a TV.
Mobile as a means of communicating with the advantages that can be carried everywhere. The development of mobile phones that is happening now is equipped with all the functions that and Mobile becomes the leading mobile device, which will replace the PC (Mulyadi, 2010) . This smartphone (smart phone) has been equipped with technologies such as infrared light, bluetooth and even wifi as wireless communication media (Warangkiran, 2014) .
Android is a smartphone operating system that is so popular lately. The main advantage of this operating system is the application support is very much free. The Android operating system is open source that can be modified or developed according to needs (Anonim, 2010) . One application that can be developed is an application that is capable of being used effectively and easily to control other devices, one of which is an application that is able to replace a conventional switch into an electronic switch such as a home light controller.
Arduino is an open source electronic circuit board with an AVR microcontroller chip from Atmel company. Microcontroller is a "brain" that controls the input, process, and output of an electronic circuit. The software uses the C language programming language (Syahwil, 2013) .
By utilizing the development of Android and Arduino-based smartphone Tibuana Journal of applied Industrial Engineering-University of PGRI Adi Buana p-ISSN 2622 -2027 e-ISSN 2622 -2035 applications, a controller can be made such as an electronic switch that can be used to control lights inside the house. Power supply needed by Arduino is 7-12VDC which is obtained from the power supply or battery. The output from the digital pin is forwarded to the relay to turn on the 220VAC lamp. This home light controller has advantages such as being easy to maintain because it is not checked every day, is fast in repair because the electricity source in the center lamp and electronic circuit is simple, and safe from the reach of children because this tool is placed in a box that can be mounted on the wall higher.
This study intends to combine Mobile devices with Arduino Uno that have been programmed as desired.
The 
RESEARCH METHODE
Automation Control System Products Arduino Based And Android Home Lights Via Bluetooth With MIT Inventor designed for multi-storey homes, shop houses, buildings, and others. This product is intentionally made by using handphone as a device to turn on or give an on-off command on electronic equipment with a distance of 20-30 meters, by using bluetooth on mobile phones as a network connection. This product consists of hardware namely Arduino Uno, Bluetooth module, and relay module and software using custom MIT Inventor for automatic on-off control systems. The application made by MIT Inventor is an application that will be installed on an Android mobile phone, with menus and commands according to the program that will turn on or turn off electronic equipment commands. The following is a block diagram design drawing. The way the block diagram works is as follows: The next stage is testing the installed applications including testing the display of each screen, testing the function of each button both the login button, the bluetooth button, the light control button, and the bottom menu button. Testing the application requires a bluetooth connection with modules hc-05 and arduino uno. The display of the light controller application icon after being successfully installed on an android smartphone can be seen in Figure 3. 
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